
The good, the bad 

and the ugly

A critical synopsis of the legislative, 

moral and social questions around 

fracking in South Africa



The burden of proof
� Burden is on the developer to show

� Can be conducted and completed without significant health 

implications

� Is economically viable in terms of sustainable benefit 

delivered compared to cost of risk to the receiving 

community and the nation



Cost of risk?
� Damage to eco system services (Air, water, plant and animal 

biodiversity)

� Interruption, displacement and potential destruction of 

agricultural activities supporting food supply and historically 

sustainable employment.

� Pollution of water at drilling development and regionally –

BW/Carolina

� Negative effect on tourism – general tourism, hunting 

industry, historical and heritage elements, specialised eco 

tourism (fossils and plants)

� Financial burden on tax payers via national government and 

regional and municipal levies:



Cost of risk?
� Technical and expensive enforcement on a grand scale

� Pipeline, compressor station and associated reticulation 

infrastructure

� Road damage and increased traffic volumes of extra heavy 

vehicles

� Social costs (health, policing, clinics, job losses)

� Real likelihood of economic failure of project (what are the 

reasons that make SA so attractive when fracking is failing 

economically elsewhere)?



The burden of proof remains unresolved

It is telling that our government is utterly silent on

�BANS

�RESTRICTIONS

�MORATORIA; and

�THE WELL DOCUMENTED POLLUTING EVENTS, 

COMMUNITY REJECTION AND FINANCIAL 

FAILURE OF SHALE GAS MINING ELSEWHERE



The good

�SA has world class environmental legislation* 

Vigilant NGO/NPO sector

�Various stakeholder groups with largely divergent 

views are united in opposition to fracking

� International opposition and rejection is growing on 

a base of documented science

�Social media is playing a vital role in publicising

these issues and establishing a ‘paper trail’



The bad

�Our government’s handling of this issue since 2010 

has been at best inept – at worst dishonest –

complete disregard of negative data

�Proposed regulations (API) (baseline proposals)

�Lack of science (ignore data furnished)

�Exclusion of departments

�Public consultation

�Breach of MPRDA and flawed EMP’s.

� ‘Fracking is safe’ (SA Cabinet in 2012).



The Ugly

�Widespread pollution has been documented

�Much concealed in non-disclosure

�Powerful geo-political lobby tries to suppress 
negative data

�Even in SA – documented incidents are ignored and 
the ability of the State to enforce is doubtful – thus 
very very detailed baseline and other regs are req.

�Gee family of Tioga county and Shell

�Shell violations and Shell ANC connection

�Bundu leveraging and speculation



Water – life-giving or polluting?

� US experience shows baseline testing is absolutely critical.

� The tests must be far more than that presently envisaged in 
SA

� 2014 PA DEP – public 243 cases of impact on groundwater

� 2013/2014 – Associated Press – PA received 398 complaints. 
More than 100 cases of pollution were confirmed over the 
past 5 years. (yet not 1 according to Shell)

� In the absence of credible and appropriate baseline data the 
oil and gas industry routinely denies and escapes liability.

� A 1km radius around a drilling operation is pathetic.



Our position

�TKAG is committed to holding the government to its 

own standards – as promised in our Constitution.

�We will apply every bit of support and leverage that 

we can access to ensure that our government 

handles this issue appropriately.

� ANC can make decisions and implement 

developments but they cannot ride roughshod over 

the Bill of Rights.



What’s happened here today?

�Cansa’s public position on shale gas and fracking’s 

allied health implications is going to raise the bar on 

the medical considerations that have been absent 

from the government approach to fracking.

�When doctors speak they get the ear of the public


